CUNY Academic Commons - Outreach #637
Create Table of Contents for Hour-Long Commons presentation
2011-03-10 08:57 PM - Matt Gold

Status:

Resolved

Start date:

2011-03-10

Priority name:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Michael Smith

% Done:

0%

Category name:

WordPress (misc)

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Not tracked

Description
After today's presentation to the CUNY CLT Directors, Chris, Matt, and Michael decided that we should create a kind of
ur-presentation template that includes everything we might want to cover in an hour-long presentation/workshop on the Commons,
but that is broken down into sections. People who are going to present on the Commons can then pull out sections from it to fit the
particular topic, time, and audience constraints of their presentation.
We agreed to create the presentation TOC on a Basecamp Writeboard
History
#1 - 2011-04-20 07:03 PM - Boone Gorges
- Target version changed from 1.2 to Not tracked
This is a content-based ticket and so is unrelated to code release timetables. So I'm going to untrack it.
#2 - 2011-04-21 11:31 AM - Brian Foote
Just wanted to jump in and make a suggestion here. Since we all have a lot of presentations coming up pretty soon, it'd be a good idea for us to be
mindful during those presentations of what kind of "slides" we would have pulled. The next few weeks are going to be a great way to figure out
exactly what we need. Let me know if there's anything I can do to help Michael!
#3 - 2016-01-26 10:55 AM - Boone Gorges
- Tracker changed from Support to Outreach
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved
I have the sense that this has sorta been developed, at least in a de facto way. I'll mark Resolved, but feel free to reopen if you want to use the ticket
to coordinate further.
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